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Several experiments allow contraining the relative
importanceof the threeprocesses.
In one experimentalseries,
very low densitystyrafoamsphereswere placed on the target
surfacenear the point of impact and observedat framingrates
as high as 35,000 fps. Impactsinto pumiceand sandfailed to
move these styrofoamtracersuntil they were incorporatedin
the general ejects flow field. Impacts into volatile-rich
targets, however, produced an expanding vapor cloud that
swept away the tracers [Schultz, 1988c]. Consequently, it
would appearthat the tracerswere sufficiently susceptibleto
passageof a shockfront, but if a temporaryvacuumhad been
created,then it was very short lived. Applicationof analytical
solutions[Taylor, 1951; Zel'dovich and Raizer, 1967] to the
laboratory-scale impacts reveals that any near-vacuum
conditionsare restrictedto the earliesttimes, therebyreducing
atmosphericpressureeffects only momentarily.
Interactingshocksbetweentarget and projectile at early
times may affect early time flow fields and ejects trajectories
(Figure 12a, middle) as suggestedby Gault and Sonett [1982].
One possible consequenceis a momentary increase in the
overpressure.Again, this is an early time phenomenonand
may not be significant for scaling at laboratory scales.
Experiments neverthelessreveal a short-lived disturbance
expressedas a small bulge in the ejects curtain that moves
upwardwith time [seeSchultzand Gault, 1979, 1982a].
The third processinvolvesthe disturbedair surrounding
and trailing the projectile (Figure 12a, right). As a supersonic
(M > 1) sphere traverses an atmosphere,it generates a
disturbed zone of trailing gas contained within the wellknown mach cone. At hypersonicvelocities (M > 5), the
disturbedzone within the mach cone approachesa cylindrical
shape. The wall of the cylinder representsthe shock front
containinghigh-density,high-temperaturegasesthat expand
both outwardinto the ambientatmosphereand inward into the
rarefied region immediately behind the projectile. At
laboratoryscaleswhere M > 18, filling of this cylinderoccurs
well within a projectileradius.Gas moleculeswithin the filled
and Sonett [ 1982]. And third, the standoffof the bow shock in
cylinder retain a significant component (0.1-0.25) of the
front of the projectileor subsequent
collisionby the disturbed projectilevelocity. Consequently,the trailing wake as well as
zone trailing behind the projectilemay modify the cratering the projectile collide with the target and may displace
material.
process(Figure 12a, right).

assumed drag coefficient is valid with little scatter, as
expected. For reference, observed departuresin the drag
coefficient from the assumed24/Re for a sphereis shown.A
helium atmosphere permits examining effects at higher
impact velocitiesbut low Mach numbers,and again departures
are minimal but with systematicallylower values for the high
velocity data. Higher-densitygasesand higher Mach numbers
show systematicdifferences.Specifically,impactsusing air
(or nitrogen)as the ambientatmosphereexhibit an increasein
relative crateringefficiency at high Reynoldsnumbers.At a
given Reynolds number, high-velocity impacts in an argon
environment result in a consistently greater cratering
efficiencyexceptat the highestdensities(pressures),whereas
impacts under carbon dioxide appear to be lower. Lowvelocity impacts into sand (Figure 11c) exhibit the same
general trends with enhanced efficiencies at higher
atmosphericdensities,in contrastwith the expecteddecrease
as the drag coefficientdepartsfrom 24/Re.
Figure 11, then, confirms the suspicionsraised from
Figure 9b that an additional, but second-order process
modifies cratering efficiency. Because of the apparent
dependenceon atmosphericdensity and Mach number, this
processmay be relatedto the disturbedair massaccompanying
and trailing the projectile.
Projectile-TargetCoupling
An object passing through an atmosphere from
supersonic(1 < M < 5) to hypersonic(M ~> 5) velocities
createsa bow shock in front of the projectile and a trailing
disturbancecontainedin the mach cone.This disturbedregion
may modify the scaling relations derived for particulate
targetsunder vacuum conditions.Three possibilitiesexist
First, interaction between projectile and target at contact
createsa momentaryvacuum,therebyessentiallydecoupling
the impact from atmosphericpressure (Figure 12a, left).
Second, complex interacting shock waves created at the
moment of impact modify projectile-target coupling and
scaling(Figure 12a, middle)alongthe linesdescribedby Gault
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